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Animal Shelters in 2060

Animal shelters are fine, but they could be better. By 2060, many changes will take place to make these shelters a better place.

First of all, they need to make more room for new animals. That's why there's the "Expandomatic". You simply place it on the ground and it starts expanding the space that the pets are living in. They are killing innocent animals just because they're stuck in a small space. They can't help it, but the shelters can if they use the "Expandomatic". This is important because it could prevent at least 75% of euthanization.

Next, they need new health care programs. That's why there's the "Carebot." The "Carebot" is a robot that takes care of the sick or hurt animals with bandages, medicines, etc. There are so many sick and hurt animals that animal shelters can't afford to help, so the "Carebot" will help with that.

Finally, they need more people to reach out and adopt an animal. That's why there's the "Iwantdoggy." It's a robot that acts like a dog and can find out how you will do with a dog and what kind. There are so many sad animals in shelters that never get an owner, so the "Iwantdoggy" will help with that.

As you can see, the "Expandomatic", "Carebot", and the "Iwantdoggy" will be very helpful in animal shelters in 2060. I hope these changes are made and that animal shelters will be saved.